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Question: What are your operating objecives?

• Emcomm operator: “When the vhf/uhf infrastructure fails, using HF for 
contacting stations out of the impacted area” 

• HF net control operator: For daily, weekly regional  HF nets
 

• QRPer, POTA
Limited to 5 Watts, quick deploy antenna, local, regional, dx contacts?

• Dx’er
Attempting contacts all over the world, Dxpeditions, Contests, WAS, 
DXCC: Optimal bands/antenna for skip (low angle of radiation). How 
much power will I need?



Emcomm Example: Regional 100 – 350 miles

• Send emergency traffic to Camp Murray EOC that’s been relocated to Yakima, Wa , 100 
miles away?

• Send a SITREP via an out of impacted area Winlink HF station 350 miles away in 
Idaho?



DX Example: 7000 miles

**The thrill of connecting with stations all over the world
**Receiving a QSL!















Critical Angle, Critical Frequency and the MUF

For any given frequency there is a critical angle above which no 
refraction occurs. 

Critical angle varies with frequency: Higher frequency = lower 
critical angle

Above the critical frequency, high angle signals get no 
isonospheric refraction; they just pass into space. The critical 
frequency is referred to as fo/f2 

MUF (Maximum Usable Frequency) is the maximum frequency 
which can be reflected for a given distance of transmission.  

 MUF is usually 3-4 times fo/f2 and dependent on angle of 
incidence.











Tool #1 foF2 Map

Critical Frequency = 3 Mhz, Use 80M, 160M for NVIS



Critical Frequency = 6-7 Mhz, Move to 40 M







Tool #2 1db Absorption, D-Layer

Afternoon, 1 db ABS = 7 mHz



Given Quiet
 Solar conditions

Day time
Solar flux ionizes the earth’s ionosphere and creats F1, F2 layers, the 
sporatic E layer and D layer

These layers either enhance connumications (Refreaction, F1,F2, E 
Layers, higher frequencies, MUF) or cause attentuation  (D-Layer 
aborption, lower frequencies).  

Night time
D -Layer disappears and with it, absoption of lower frequencies

F1, F2 combine to form a single F layer. Some refraction at high 
frequencies can still occur later into the night , depending on the level 
of ionization. MUF decreases.



Now add in a Class M, X solar flare and things get real
interesting (and challenging at times)



Sunspots

Sunspots are cooler areas on the the solar surface and are 
regions with strong magnetic fields categorized as Alpha, 
Beta and Delta groups. 

An Alpha group are sunspots with no bipolar magnetic 
fields, and seldom produce a flare.

When bipolar magnetic fields develop between sunspots, it 
is called a Beta group. 

When a Beta group becomes particularly intense, with 
strong, bipolar magnetic fields between sunspots its called a
Delta group. 



Solar Flare:
When the magnetic field lines emanating from the group 
Beta or Delta sunspots becomes strong, hot burning gasses 
from the sun are suddenly sucked out of the interior and 
carried along the magnetic field lines of the disturbance in a
violent explosion. 



While the interior of the sun is exposed at the flare site, 
gamma and x-rays escape.

The explosion creates a shockwave.  This shockwave carries
some of the burning solar mass out into space. This is called
a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME)



A  solar flare releases several major forms of energy that
can effect the VHF and HF propagation on earth:

1. Ionizing radiation(Gamma and X-rays) arrives at earth 
immediately and for the duration of the flare event

2. A supersonic shockwave riding along with the solar wind

3. Dense particles behind the shockwave, gas cloud
(#2 and #3 arrives at earth 2-3 days after the flare event)

 



Radio Emissions from a flare. 
The microwave radiation from a solar flare can produce 
powerful radio energies for several minutes following a 
flare. This produces “Type” storms as follows

Type 3: Start at 300 MHz and drift  down at 20 MHz/sec, 
Occures first 5 -6 minutes after flare, sound like ignition 
noise or a buzz. Down to 10 MHz
Type 2: Bursty radio emissions are generaed as the 
shockwave travels through the sun’s magnetic field lines, 
Down to 10 MHz.
Type 1: A bursty type emission that drifts downward in 
frequency at about 2 MHz/sec. And sounds like ignition 
noise from an idling car, to 10Mhz, persists 20-30min.



Behind the shockwave is a gas cloud of particles from the 
flare, generating wideband noise called a Type IV 
Continuum Storm can persist for hours following the flare 
and is an overall elevation of noise on HF. Impact down to 
10 MHz

Geomagnetic Storm 
Disturbances to the solar wind, from a solar flare or coronal 
hole, can cause serious disruptions to HF by triggering a 
geomagnetic storm.

It can often produce strong, bursty noise, or “static
crashes.” 



As the geomagnetic storm begins to subside, it settles down 
to an elevated noise level. Impacts 40 M to 160M for 12 to 
24 hours



The Solar Flare Propagation Cycle



Primary Solar Indices 

 Solar Flux Index(SFI)

Solar Flux is the background radiation emitted from the sun

The SFI is used as the basic indicator of solar activity and to 
determine the level or radiation being received from the Sun.

The solar flux is closely related to the amount of ionization and hence 
the electron concentration in the F2 region.

It is measured in solar flux units(SFU). It can vary from as low as 50 
or so to as high as 300.

Low values indicate that the maximum useable frequency will be low 
and overall conditions will not be very good.



High values(>200) generally indicate there is sufficient ionization to 
support long-distance communication at higher than normal 
frequencies.

It takes a few days of high values for conditions to improve.

Typically values in excess of 200 will be measured during the peak of 
a sunspot cycle with high values of up to 300.



Geomagnetic Activity

There are two indices that are used to determine the level of 
geomagnetic activity: the A index and the K index.

The solar wind is the constant outflow of gasses, electrons, and 
particles from the sun and travel along the ecliptic plane to the earth.

The solar wind exerts a pressure on the earth’s magnetic field, which 
distorts the toroidal pattern If this pressure should suddenly change 
the magnetic field suddenly changes shape in response, causing it to 
"wiggle".

Magnetometers on the earth measure the condition of our magnetic 
field. The amount of movement is averaged and reported by NOAA as
the K-Index every 3 hours. 



The K-index is a scale from 0– 9 representing quiet to severe 
conditions.

The K-indices are averaged over 24-hours to form the A-Index, 
representing the overall planetary geomagnetic conditions for the 
UTC day. 

The A-index ranges from 0–20 for quiet conditions, up to 400 for 
extreme conditions.

  



A Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) is an explosive outburst of solar 
wind plasma from the Sun, usually associated with a solar flare

Arrives 2-3 days after a large flare, impacting ionosphere and noise 
conditions on HF as low as 2 MHz

Use solar wind speed (km/sec) and density(1/cm3) to gage arrival and 
intensity of CME.

Greater than 600 km/sec and 15 part/cm3 indicate a CME is most 
likely in progress and impacting HF band conditions.



Coronal holes appear as dark areas in the solar corona in extreme 
ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray solar images. 

They appear dark because they are cooler, less dense regions than the 
surrounding plasma and are regions of open, unipolar magnetic fields.

This open structure allows the solar wind to escape more readily into 
space, resulting in streams of relatively fast solar wind.                   



Band Conditions Log



Links associated with data described in this presentation can be found 
in the file: proplinks.pdf, located in the members area.

Thank you!


